Abstract All-interval series is a standard benchmark problem for constraint satisfaction search. An all-interval series of size n is a permutation of integers [0, n) such that the differences between adjacent integers are a permutation of [1, n). Generating each such all-interval series of size n is an interesting challenge for constraint community. The problem is very difficult in terms of the size of the search space. Different approaches have been used to date to generate all the solutions of AIS but the search space that must be explored still remains huge. In this paper, we present a constraint-directed backtrackingbased tree search algorithm that performs efficient lazy checking rather than immediate constraint propagation. Moreover, we prove several key properties of all-interval series that help prune the search space significantly. The reduced search space essentially results into fewer backtracking. We also present scalable parallel versions of our algorithm that can exploit the advantage of having multi-core processors and even multiple computer systems. Our new algorithm generates all the solutions of size up to 27 while a satisfiability-based state-of-the-art approach generates all solutions up to size 24.
Introduction
The all-interval series (AIS) problem was first presented in [13] and was later added to the CSPLIB (www.csplib.org) constraint satisfaction problem library as prob007. Since then it is often used as a standard benchmark problem for constraint satisfaction search (e.g. [6, 25, 27] ). This problem was originally inspired by a well-known problem occurring in serial musical composition [9] , a problem that has been extensively studied and used by Ernest Krenek, a famous modern music composer [15] . Later, the problem of finding such series in the context of constraint solving was formulated in [13] .
An all-interval series of size n, denoted by AIS(n), is a permutation of integers [0, n) such that the differences between adjacent integers are a permutation of [1, n). The AIS problem is a straightforward example of the graceful graphs problem [19] in which the graph is a path. The AIS problem poses a significant challenge to combinatorial search. However, finding a single solution is no longer a challenge because it has been shown in [23] that one particular solution can be found without any search. Now the challenge remains in finding all the solutions of size n. In fact, there are two distinct challenges: One is to count the number of solutions of size n and the other is to generate all the solutions of size n. The counting version does not necessarily require all the solutions to be generated explicitly and hence is not as difficult as the generation version. Using a problem specific idea of equivalence classes of partial solutions without explicitly assigning specific values to specific variables, a non-constraint-based breadth-first search approach in [3] addressed the counting version and reported the numbers of solutions of sizes up to 40.
To deal with the challenge of the generation version, different approaches have been used to date. These include local search (LS) for satisfiability (SAT) [4, 13, 22] and constraint programming (CP) [7, 12, 20, 23] . Using a reformulated definition [12] , a very recent SAT-based approach in [18] can generate all solutions of size up to 24 given one week time. Since the search space to be explored for the AIS problem is of factorial size and the total number of solutions increases about 2 to 3 times with 1 increase in n [3] , constraintdirected search algorithms developed on generic platforms do not scale well. As a result, generating all the unique solutions beyond size 24 practically appears to be very hard. The challenges are to find useful AIS properties that might be used as auxiliary constraints and to find efficient ways to propagate the constraints to effectively prune the search space. Also, designing parallel algorithms that run on multi-core processors and multiple computers are essential in solving such problems that require enormous processing time. For example, a parallel discrepancy-based search (PDS) in [16] preserves the node visit ordering of limited discrepancy-based search algorithm and scales to thousands of workers. It shows the great potential of constraint programming in a massively parallel environment for which good search strategies are known.
In this paper, our focus is to generate all the unique solutions for AIS of size n and hence we are dealing with the generation version of the AIS problem. We prove several new properties of the reformulated AIS problem to help prune the search space significantly resulting into fewer backtracking. We show the effectiveness of the new properties by using them on top of the CP model used in [12] . We develop a constraint-directed backtrackingbased tree search algorithm incorporating these new properties. We also develop a very efficient lazy checking technique that performs significantly better in finding reformulated AIS than the typical immediate propagation technique used in constraint solvers. Moreover, we present scalable parallel versions of our tree-search algorithm that solve large problems using multiple processes and multiple computers. Our algorithms now generate all AIS solutions of size up to 27 along with significant speed up in problems of size up to 24. We also use our lazy constraint checking in the non-constraint-based breadth-first search of [3] to prune useless search nodes and to count the numbers of solutions up to size 48. Moreover, we save about 10-17 % time to generate all solutions of sizes up to 29 by using a nonconstraint-based depth-first search that uses the AIS representation used in the counting version in [3] .
In the rest of the paper, we cover all-interval series preliminaries, and then present our algorithms, results and conclusions.
All-interval series
Given the all-interval series problem of size n, the solution that we define below can be constructed without search. Actually, it was shown in [23] by using a symmetric version of this solution.
Definition 1 (Default Solution) Given a size n, the sequence (0, n − 1, 1, n − 2, 2, n − 3, . . . , n/2 ) producing the differences (n − 1, n − 2, . . . , 1) is an AIS.
Example 1 For size 6, the following sequence gives the differences consecutively from 5 to 1. Thus it is known as the default solution of size 6. The following three sequences are regular symmetric to the above. These three regular symmetries can be eliminated by using two constraints d 1 < d n−1 and s 0 < s 1 where d i = |s i − s i−1 | separately or jointly. Along with these regular symmetries, another kind of symmetry named conditional symmetry was identified in [12] . The difference between the first and last number is 3. Also the difference between 1 and 4 is 3. Thus by splitting the sequence between 1 and 4 and joining the rest of the sequence on to the start, one can get another solution:
This sequence is known to be conditionally symmetric to the original one.
Combining regular and conditional symmetries together, there are 8-way symmetries in AIS. To handle all these symmetries simultaneously, a reformulated definition of AIS was also presented in [12] . In the rest of this paper, we mainly focus on the reformulated AIS rather than the original AIS. It has the differences (5, 4, 1, 2, 1, 3) with 1 appearing twice. Thus this sequence is known as the RAIS of size 6.
Notice that the RAIS takes the difference between first and last number into consideration. So, the RAIS deals with n differences whereas the AIS deals with n − 1 differences. The important property of RAIS is that it produces two conditionally symmetric AIS [12] as shown in the following lemma. Here the differences are (5, 4, 1, 2, 1, 3) with 1 appearing twice. By splitting the sequence between 1 and 2 or between 4 and 3, one can get the following two AIS which are conditionally symmetric to one another. Note that the fixed values of s 0 , s 1 , s 2 handle the regular symmetries. In RAIS there is no requirement that the repeated difference must be between the first and the last number. The following lemma in [12] shows not all integer differences could be repeated in a RAIS.
Lemma 1 (RAIS to AIS) Assume
d i = d
Lemma 2 (Repeated Parity)
The repeated difference in a RAIS is even iff n is 4k or 4k + 1, and odd otherwise.
Since for a given size, finding one solution to the RAIS (and hence AIS) problem, namely the default solution, requires no search, several approaches have been proposed to find a second solution. These include ant colony optimization meta-heuristics based Ant-P solver [24] and local search based adaptive search techniques [8, 26] . However, the main challenge, as mentioned before, is to generate all the solutions for a given size.
Early LS for SAT faced great difficulties even with size 12 of the generation version of the problem [13, 22] . Using AllDiff and cycle [5] constraints, a CP method [23] later solved up to size 12. Another CP method [20] solved up to size 14 using AllDiff constraint with bound consistency and/or arc consistency. Yet another CP method in [7] solved up to size 14 using AllDiff and interval constraint with arc consistency. Another LS for SAT using an efficient SAT encoding for AIS along with few redundant constraints solved problems up to size 18 [4] . The recent state-of-the-art results for generating all solutions are however from another CP and a SAT based approaches. Below we briefly describe the CP-and SAT-based approaches.
CP-based approach
To encode RAIS, the CP approach in [12] , uses an AllDiff and AtLeastOne constraint on the integers and differences respectively. It did not however use any constraint on the parity of repeated difference. In this approach, the 'first-fail' and 'indomain-min' strategies are used respectively as variable and value selection heuristics. As in [18] , for experiments, we use the CP solver opturion CPX [2] although the ILog solver [1] was used in [12] . The CP approach could generate all RAIS of size up to 20.
SAT-based approach
Using AtMostOne and AtLeastOne constraints, the SAT-based approach in [18] , denoted by SAT here, provides an efficient SAT encoding of the RAIS problem. It then uses the SAT solver named Clasp [11] . The SAT based approach generates all RAIS of size up to 24.
Our RAIS properties
Characteristics of the default solution, which is at the same time both an AIS and a RAIS of size n, play a key role in RAIS construction. The default solution starts at 0 and places the next integer in the series so that the next largest difference required is obtained. In this process, the last integer n/2 becomes the repeated difference, which is once created inside the series between two integers and then again from the difference of the first and the last integers.
It is worth mentioning here that the next difference obtained in the RAIS construction process is basically such that it cannot be obtained only from the integers that have not been used yet. We call such differences the mandatory differences, since we have to consider obtaining them immediately. Here integer 4 is placed after 1 to obtain the mandatory difference 3, because difference 3 cannot be obtained later from any of the pairs of the so-far unused integers 2, 3, and 4. 
If a mandatory difference is not obtained at its position, of course there is another way to obtain it; place the integer equal to the difference at the end so that with the starting integer 0, it can still produce that difference.
Example 7 Consider the following RAIS:
Here difference 3 is mandatory after 1, but it has been obtained by placing the integer 3 at the end. Since the mandatory difference is missing at its position, we call difference 3 the missing difference. In this way, obtaining difference 3 is actually deferred until the end of the series. Note that 3 is not a missing difference in the default solution (0, 5, 1, 4, 2, 3); it is obtained at its position, even if it appears at the end, too.
Definition 6 (Missing Difference) Given a size n > 3 and a RAIS
Note that only one missing difference is possible in the entire series because only one integer can be placed at the end. The mandatory difference may, however, be possible at each position of the series. The missing difference paves the way to defer a mandatory difference, but only for once. Once a difference is marked missing, any mandatory difference arisen later must be obtained immediately. If no difference is mandatory at one position, one can choose to obtain any unobtained difference or even a previously obtained difference, if no difference is yet repeated. RAIS, by definition, allows only one repetition. Proof In the default solution, differences are obtained consecutively from the largest to the smallest. Moreover, each difference is obtained only once, missing no difference on the way. Therefore, difference d n which equals the last integer n 2 is repeated. In all other RAIS, there will be a missing difference which is later obtained only from the difference between the first and the last integers.
Lemma 4 (Third Difference) If (0, n − 1, 1) is not immediately followed by integer n − 2 then the integers 2 and n − 2 in either order will appear in successive positions in the RAIS.
Proof After (0, n − 1, 1) in the RAIS, difference n − 3 becomes mandatory. If it is not obtained immediately by placing integer n − 2 next to 1, then integer n − 3 must be placed at the end of the RAIS. Since 1 cannot be next to n − 3 any more, difference n − 4 now can be obtained in only one way; by placing integers 2 and n − 2 next to each other.
Before proving further properties of RAIS, we prove two lemmas on the maximum sum of differences in a regular (circular) permutation. 
The sum of such differences is at most n(n − 1)/2 + n/2 .
Proof We need to prove that the sum of the differences is n 2 /2 for even n and to (n 2 − 1)/2 for odd n. Each difference d k is either s k − s k−1 or s k−1 − s k . Therefore, among the 2n numbers in the sum of the differences 1≤k≤n d k , we have exactly n positive and n negative numbers. Now, the sum will be maximised if the larger s k s give positive and smaller s k s give negative numbers. Assuming n to be even or odd, we get the following two sums:
Notice that in the expression of S odd , the middle number (n − 1)/2, being neither strictly small nor strictly large, gets omitted as its net contribution +(n − 1)/2 − (n − 1)/2 in the maximisation process will be 0.
Proof For convenience, let us consider s 0 and s n−1 to be next to each other. Given the proof of Lemma 5, we know the larger s k s give positive and the smaller s k s give negative numbers in the maximum sum of differences S = n(n − 1)/2 + n/2 . This means the large numbers have small numbers at both of their left and right, and vice versa; moreover, when n is odd, the middle number has a large number at one side and a small number at the other side. Below we show the small and large numbers for even and odd sizes.
For small integers (0 ≤ j < j < (n − 1)/2 ), as per the other conditions, when j and j are next to each other, j can no longer contribute negatively to S because of j being smaller than j . However, a positive contribution from j means a change of +2j in S. Since j 's one side is no longer available, there will be two non-small numbers (n − 1)/2 ≤ j < j ≤ n − 1, which will be bound to be next to each other. However, because of this j will no longer be able to contribute positively to S resulting into a change of −2j in S. Since we want to maximise S, we need the least value of j , which is (n − 1)/2 . So the maximum possible sum will be n(n − 1)/2 + n/2 + 2j − 2 (n − 1)/2 .
To keep the expressions symmetric, we can also write the small and large numbers for even and odd sizes in the above way. Now, for the large integers (n − 1)/2 < j < j ≤ n−1, the maximum possible sum of differences is n(n−1)/2+ n/2 +2 (n−1)/2 −2j and the proof, from the opposite perspective, is very similar to that for the small integers.
Lemma 7 below restricts the choices for a repeated difference. It is a key to significantly prune the search space.
Lemma 7 (Repeated Range)
The repeated difference in a RAIS of size n cannot be greater than n/2 .
Proof Given a size n, the default solution (0, n− 1, 1, n− 2, 2, n− 3, . . . , n/2 ) is both an AIS and RAIS. The default solution produces the differences (n − 1, n − 2, . . . , 1), whose sum is n(n − 1)/2 + n/2 . Moreover, each RAIS is also a regular permutation of [0, n). Therefore, using Lemma 5, the maximum possible sum of differences of any RAIS is also n(n − 1)/2 + n/2 . By definition, each RAIS has all the difference [1, n) at least once with exactly one of them repeated again. Therefore, the repeated difference in a RAIS is at most n/2 .
Corollary 1 (Repeated Difference) Combining Lemmas 2 and 7, the repeated difference in a RAIS of size n is at most n/2 and is even iff n is 4k or 4k + 1, and odd otherwise. This also means the repeated difference is at least 2 iff n is 4k or 4k + 1, and 1 otherwise.
Corollary 2 (RAIS DiffSum)
As an extension of Corollary 1, the sum of the differences of a RAIS is at least n(n − 1)/2 + P and at most n(n − 1)/2 + n/2 where P is 2 for (n mod 4) < 2 and 1 for (n mod 4) ≥ 2.
Combining Lemma 6 with Corollary 2, the following lemma allows us to cut down many search branches, whose upper bound of the sum of the differences is less than the least possible sum of the differences for an RAIS.
Lemma 8 (DiffSum Pruning) Assume s 0 and s n−1 of a RAIS are next to each other. There exist no two integers next to each other in a RAIS such that both are either in
and P is 2 for (n mod 4) < 2 and 1 for (n mod 4) ≥ 2.
Proof We know (n − 1)/2 = n/2 . From Lemma 6, we know for two small integers 0 ≤ j < j < n/2 next to each other, the maximum possible sum of differences in a permutation is n(n − 1)/2 + n/2 − 2 n/2 + 2j = n(n − 1)/2 − n/2 + 2j . However, as per the Corollary 2, the least possible sum of differences for an RAIS is n(n − 1)/2 + P where P is constant for a given n. Note that each RAIS is also a regular permutation. Now from n(n − 1)/2 − n/2 + 2j = n(n − 1)/2 + P and then simplifying j = ( n/2 + P )/2, we can find H , the least value of j for which the least possible sum of differences of RAIS is met. For any j ∈ [0, H ), the least possible sum cannot be met and so no such RAIS exist. In a similar fashion, from the opposite perspective, we can show no RAIS exist for two large integers in (L, n − 1] next to each other.
Our auxiliary constraints
As is normally the case, the constraints capturing the RAIS definition are sufficient to separate a valid RAIS sequence from an invalid RAIS sequence. However, auxiliary constraints that capture various provable properties could help prune the search space. In order to test this hypothesis, we implemented Corollary 1 repeated difference (RD), Lemma 3 last difference (LD), Lemma 4 third difference (TD), and Lemma 8 DiffSum (SD) pruning as auxiliary constraints within the CP approach of [12] .
Given series s = (s 0 , . . . , s n−1 ) and
we model the new properties of RAIS in the following ways. Notice that here we present the contrapositive of the actual constraint for Lemma 3 and 4. That's because we tried different ways to model the new properties and these contrapositive versions perform better than others.
Lemma 3 constraint:
Lemma 8 constraint:
Corollary 1 constraint:
In Fig. 1 , we report performance of the CP approach when various combinations of the above four properties (RD, LD, TD and SD) are included. The combinations include only adding one property (e.g. SD, LD, TD, RD) and two properties (e.g. LDSD, TDSD, LDRD, TDLD, TDRD, RDSD), three properties (e.g. TDLDSD, LDRDSD, TDRDSD, TDLDRD), all properties and no properties (no lemmas NL). The NL version is actually the one used in [18] . We use the CP solver opturion CPX [2] to run these versions of the CP approach. Overall the version that include LD made significant improvements in search time and versions that include SD degrade.
In Table 1 , we further compare the best results obtained by the versions listed above with that of the SAT approach [18] . Notice that the best results obtained from the CP versions with auxiliary constraints (denoted by aCP) overall are significantly worse than the SAT approach. However, the aCP version is significantly faster than the original CP version (i.e. NL). Moreover, the aCP can solve size 21 while the CP cannot. None of the new versions can solve size 22 in one week time.
Our constraint-driven backtracking search
Overall what we found from [18] is that a CP approach using a generic solver does not perform well compared to the SAT approach. Moreover, in our experiments described above with our new RAIS properties as auxiliary constraints within the CP approach, we observed some improvement but still cannot outperform the SAT approach. Given the observations, we decided to investigate whether it is the reason that the new properties are not really very useful in terms of search pruning or the generic CP solver could not exploit the auxiliary constraints efficiently. For this we have implemented a constraint-driven backtrackingbased tree search in C++ language. In our implementation, the constraint propagation part is conceptually kept separate and the backtracking search framework is such that addition of auxiliary constraints becomes very easy. In the following two sections, we first describe the search framework using immediate propagation and then we improve it using lazy checking.
Our immediate propagation
Since a typical backtracking approach does not perform well, we then make an attempt to restrict the branches at each choice points. So at each position of the RAIS, we determine the mandatory difference (if any) and explore the branch with that difference. By obtaining all the mandatory differences one after another, one can easily get the default solution. For example, in Fig. 2 , after placing 0,6,1 as the root, difference 4 becomes mandatory. So, 5 is placed after 1 in the leftmost branch of the tree. Then difference 3 becomes mandatory. In this way, we go deep into the branch recursively and reach the default solution (0 6 1 5 2 4 3). Now we backtrack to find other solutions. During backtracking, we mark the mandatory difference as missing and explore branches with all the non-mandatory differences. In Fig. 2 , when we backtrack from (0 6 1 5 2) to (0 6 1 5), 3 is marked as missing and differences 1, 2 becomes non-mandatory. Since according to Definition 6, the integer equal to the missing difference has to be placed at the end of the series, we only explore the branch with difference 1. In all the solutions other than the default one, we also consider, for the entire series, obtaining one repeated difference i.e. again using a difference that has already been used in the path from the root to the current node of the search tree.
Data structures
We now describe the data structures required to implement the immediate propagation based backtracking approach described above. Notice that at each level of the search tree, when we append the next integer from left to right to the series, we need to know the mandatory difference (if any) at that position of the RAIS. If a mandatory difference exists but is not used, then it becomes a missing difference and we have to keep track of the missing difference. We also need to know which difference is already used and which one is repeated. Moreover, we need to know which integers are available for future use.
In the above list of variables, Boolean array ai keeps track of integers which are still available for future use. Notice that integers 0, 1, and n − 1 are not available from the beginning. During search index pair (aiL, aiR] encloses the available integers, although few used integers may be included in the range. An integer array named used differences ud keeps track of the number of times a difference is already used in the part of the series that is already constructed. Note that a difference can appear only once in a RAIS except one difference that could appear twice. A difference that is not used is available for future use. For a given position of the series, the mandatory difference can be identified by maintaining a typical immediate propagation data structure.
This immediate propagation data structure keeps track of the differences that can only be obtained from the unused integers. Note that an unused difference that cannot be obtained only from the unused integers is a mandatory difference. For this, we keep an array, namely available differences ad, which holds the number of ways difference d can be obtained from the unused integers. Initially, unused integers are [2, n-2] and just by using them each difference 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 3 can be obtained in n − 3 − k ways. Using the example below, we explain the way the arrays ad and ud are maintained during search. However, for convenience, index pair (adL, adR] encloses the available differences although few used differences could be included in the range. Note that arrays ud and ad can be merged into one array and in our experiment we did that. We use another variable missd that holds the missing difference when it is non-zero. Note that for convenience of implementation, missd when chosen as the missing difference is treated as used, but in the computation of array ad, it is to be counted as unused.
Example 8
To find RAIS of size 7, according to Definition 4, the first three numbers are fixed to 0, 6, 1. Then using the remaining unused integers (2, 3, 4, 5), differences (1, 2, 3, 4) can be obtained in (3, 2, 1, 0) ways respectively (shown in Fig. 3a) . Here 0 indicates that difference 4 cannot be obtained only from the unused integers. So, difference 4 is mandatory at this position. Thus by generating difference 4, differences (1, 2, 3 ) can now be obtained from unused integers (2, 3, 4) in (2, 1, 0) ways (shown in Fig. 3b) . Fig. 3c ).
Required procedures
We now describe the procedures that are required to modify the data structures described above both when an integer (and so a difference) is used and as part of the backtracking that use is later revoked. Procedures rewind and unwind below update the arrays ai, ad and ud whenever an integer k and a difference d are respectively made used or unused in the series during recursion rewinding or unwinding. Moreover, function mandatory returns whether a difference d is mandatory at that point of RAIS construction. Notice that in Procedure rewind, for the newly used integer k, the changes are made to ad assuming that k can no longer produce any differences with the still unused integers and in Procedure unwind, this modification is just reversed.
Below we present our algorithm called backtracking. In the main procedure, the first three integers in the series are (0, n − 1, 1). Also an array l [i] [j ] is initialised to perform DiffSum pruning (Lemma 8). We then call the recursive Procedure widen to explore the search branches at the current node of the search tree. Procedure widen calls Procedure deepen to go one level down in the search tree; Lemma 8 is considered at this stage to prune search branches. Backtracking occurs when the search returns back from Procedure deepen and at that point Procedure widen considers the next branch to explore. The algorithm has four global variables: one array s is to hold the series, an integer cs to keep track of the size so far constructed, another integer repeatd to denote whether a difference is already repeated and another array l for Lemma 8. Note that in this algorithm, we embedded all our new RAIS properties. However, we run experiments with those new RAIS properties on and off both. In Procedure widen, if the current size cs is n − 1 (Lines 01-05), then for the default solution that has no missing difference, we append n/2 . For other RAIS, we append the missing difference if either no repeated difference exists or the new difference to be obtained is not used before. For other values of cs, we apply Lemma 4 (Lines 06-10) which implies that if n − 3 is the missing difference, then integers 2 and n − 2 will be next to each other. Procedure deepen(k, d) appends integer k to the series and rewinds the recursion by calling Procedure rewind first and Procedure widen again; the recursion is later unwinded by calling Procedure unwind.
In Procedure widen, we then narrow the (aiL, aiR] and (adL, adR] ranges down (Line 11). Lines 13-21 deal with the mandatory differences. For a mandatory difference, we determine the candidate integers to be appended to the series (Lines 15-16 ). Alternatively, we can consider the mandatory difference as a missing difference (which can be done only once on each path) and go into further recursion (Lines 17-20). Lines 22-25 deal with the non-mandatory differences. We then deal with the repeated difference (Lines 26-31). If a difference is not yet repeated, we then try to repeat each difference suggested by Corollary 1. However, according to Lemma 3, a missing difference cannot be repeated. Also, a difference not yet used is not considered here (Line 29). Lastly, for each available to-be-repeated difference, we go into further recursion.
Theorem 1 (Algorithm Properties) Our algorithm backtracking correctly finds all the RAIS of a given size n.
Proof Our algorithm is based on standard backtracking-style tree search where the differences are used to create search branches. The purpose of the immediate propagation procedure is to use fail-first approach in value selection while the variable ordering is fixed before search. The other pruning decisions are based on properties that are proven in Lemmas 3, 4, 8 and Corollary 1.
Experimental results
We implemented our backtracking algorithm with immediate propagation in C++. In the analysis of the results, we denote our algorithm by IP. We ran all experiments reported in We analyse the performance improvements due to our new RAIS properties within our IP algorithm. Table 2 shows the effect of using the new properties, reported in Corollary 1 and Lemma 8, in our IP algorithm. Here, Column NL denotes the baseline version that does not use these two properties. Column RD denotes a version using only Corollary 1 that restricts the range of the repeated difference. Column SD denotes a version using only Lemma 8 that applies DiffSum pruning technique. Lastly, Column RDSD denotes a version using both these properties. The new properties exhibit significant improvements in the number of nodes visited and the execution time. The combined improvement is overall about 24-33 %. We do not show the effect of Lemmas 3 and 4 in this paper since the improvements achieved from them are comparatively much less than Corollary 1 and Lemma 8.
We compare the performance of our IP algorithm that uses all of our new RAIS properties (i.e. Lemma 3, 4, 8 and Corollary 1) with that of two most recent state-of-the-art algorithms: the CP-based algorithm in [12] and the SAT-based algorithm in [18] . We obtained their implementation from the authors of [18] . Note that encoding the RAIS using AllDiff and AtLeastOne constraints, the CP approach in [12] could find all RAIS of size up to 20. The SAT approach in [18] using the definition finds all RAIS of size up to 24. Along with our IP algorithm, we ran these solvers on our computers and gave one week time cut-off to all algorithms for all runs. From our experimental results, Table 3 shows that IP performs much better than CP and SAT for up to size 24. Also, notice that the ratio of the time taken by IP and SAT are increasing steadily meaning the advantage of using IP algorithm reduces with greater sizes. We therefore need more efficient techniques even within the dedicated Table 4 shows that over the CP approach, our IP approach achieves 39-74 % failure reductions. The number of failures for the CP approach shown are collected from [12] .
Lazy checking
Profiling our C++ program implementing the IP algorithm, we observed that the most time consuming parts of the algorithm are the rewind and unwind procedures. When an integer is used, Procedure rewind immediately updates the available differences array ad and upon backtracking, Procedure unwind immediately restores the previous ad values. These immediate update and restore operations performed as part of the typical backtracking and standard immediate propagation mechanisms become very time consuming. Note that the available differences are used in determining the mandatory difference at a given position.
As an alternative to all these, in this paper, we present a very efficient lazy checking approach that performs on demand checking at the point where the information is used. Instead of maintaining the number of ways a difference can be obtained, a lazy checking is rather made on demand to determine whether a difference can be obtained from the unused integers. Lazy computation has been using in local search and constraint-based local search for quite long time [10, 14, 17, 28] . Lazy approach compute values only when the values are actually needed. The values that are not needed right now need not be recomputed. Constraint solvers generally spend enormous time in constraint propagation that is done immediately when a choice is made during search and is later revoked on backtracking. This propagation overhead perhaps could be reduced to a large extent if performed lazily. Lazy propagation is however not studied well in the constraint programming paradigm. In this paper, we show the difference a lazy approach could bring when it replaces a typically used immediate propagation approach.
Data structures
For the lazy checking approach, we just keep an array ud where ud [d] holds the number of times difference d is used so far in the series. Thus, we omit the ad array (and so the index pair adL and adR) of Fig. 3 to implement the idea of lazy checking. All other data structures required in immediate propagation approach are also required here. 
Required procedures
For the lazy checking approach to work, we need to replace the Procedures rewind, unwind, and mandatory described for the immediate propagation approach with their new versions adapted to the lazy checking approach. The main constraint-directed backtracking algorithm described for the immediate propagation approach will however be exactly used in the lazy checking approach except that it will only call the new versions of the three procedures. Below we present the lazy checking versions of the three procedures.
Procedures rewind and unwind update ud [d] whenever a difference d is respectively made used and unused during recursion rewinding and unwinding. Lastly, function mandatory returns whether a difference d is mandatory at that point of RAIS construction. This is done first by computing the maximum difference maxd from available integers (Line 01). However, maxd is adjusted based on missd (Lines 02-05). This is because for convenience of implementation, missd when chosen as the missing difference is treated as used, but in computing the differences could-be obtained, it is to be counted as unused. A difference d is mandatory if it is larger than maxd (Line 06) or neither can be obtained (Lines 07-08) by placing an integer next to the to-be last integer (which is missd) nor from the available integers (Lines 09-11).
Experimental results
For convenience, we denote our lazy checking approach by LC. The implementation of LC is also done in C++ and is run on the same computers as described in the experiments with IP.
Like with IP, we observe the effect of our new RAIS properties particularly Corollary 1 and Lemma 8 within the LC approach. In Table 5 , Column NL denotes the baseline version that does not use these two properties. Column RD denotes a version using only Corollary 1 that restricts the range of the repeated difference. Column SD denotes a version using only Lemma 8 that applies DiffSum Pruning technique. Lastly, Column RDSD denotes a version using both these properties. The new properties exhibit significant improvements in the number of nodes visited and the execution time. The combined improvement is about 17-28 %. We compare the performance of our LC algorithm that uses all of our new RAIS properties with that of the similar version of IP and also with that of the CP-based algorithm in [12] and the SAT-based algorithm in [18] . All algorithms are given one week time cut-off in all runs. Table 6 presents the experimental results. Clearly, LC significantly outperforms all CP, SAT and IP algorithms up to size 24 and finds all solutions of size 25, which none of other three algorithms could find. Overall LC runs almost 3 times faster than IP. We do not show the search failures for LC separately. This is because IP and LC essentially explore the same search nodes, the only distinction is in the constraint propagation i.e. the way the mandatory difference is computed. While IP immediately maintains ad the array of available differences, LC performs on demand lazy checking to find the mandatory difference. This clearly makes a significant improvement in the run time performance. Nevertheless, none of the algorithms could generate all solutions of size 26.
Given the performance of our LC algorithm, it is a challenge for generic CP solvers to support lazy constraint propagation and to find ways to effectively utilise auxiliary constraints within the search procedure.
Parallel algorithms
Given that a very efficient dedicated algorithm such as our lazy checking approach could not generate all solutions of size 26, we implement parallel versions of our LC algorithm. The total number of AIS solutions can be obtained by multiplying #Sols by 8
Bold entries indicate the best results
On one hand, multi-core processors and computer clusters are easily available now-adays. On the other hand, large-sized problems naturally demand enormous computing time. Algorithms to solve these large problems should therefore take the advantage of advanced hardware availability. We have implemented two parallel versions of our algorithm: multi-process and client-server versions. Our parallel versions use the producer-consumer architecture presented in [21] and client-server model presented in [29] .
Multi-process version
Initially, our algorithm is run up to a given recursion depth and all the partial RAIS (henceforth referred to by task) are stored in a file called input file.
We then create a producer and a given number of consumer processes as shown in Fig. 4 . The producer uses the input file and gradually supplies the tasks from the input file to the consumers through a shared memory. Consumers using each partial RAIS as a root perform the backtracking search to find all complete RAIS at the search subtree. Consumers take one task at a time from the shared memory while the producer puts a given number of them in the shared memory at once. We use semaphore to synchronise the processes and ensure mutual exclusion. For this, we use three semaphores, fillCount, emptyCount and mutex. Semaphore fillCount denotes the number of items already in the shared memory and available to be read, while emptyCount denotes the number of available spaces in the shared memory where items could be written. fillCount is incremented and emptyCount is decremented when a new item is written into the shared memory. If the producer tries to decrement emptyCount when its value is zero, the producer is put to sleep. The next time an item is consumed, emptyCount is incremented and fillCount is decremented. When all the items are consumed, fillCount becomes zero and the producer wakes up. The consumer works analogously. Finally, semaphore mutex ensures that only one consumer is accessing the shared memory at a time.
Client-server version
In order to use multiple computer systems within a cluster or in a network, we implement a client-server version as shown in Fig. 4 . This version uses sockets for communication between processes running on different computers.
How server works When the server is up and running, like the multi-process version, it stores all tasks up to a certain recursion depth in a file. A producer reads these tasks from the input file and supplies them to the consumers through a shared memory. The consumers do not themselves perform the search. They rather pass these tasks to the producer on the client computers. When the producer reaches end-of-file, it writes NULL to the shared memory. The consumer then reads and sends NULL to the client indicating that there is no further task available. After getting an acknowledgement from the client that it has received NULL, the consumer becomes dead. When all the consumers are dead, server terminates.
How client works
The producer on a client computer gets the task from the consumer on the server side and supplies these tasks to the consumers on the same computer through a shared memory. The consumers on the client computers actually perform the search. When the producer receives NULL, it writes it to the shared memory and sends a termination acknowledgement to the server. Whenever a consumer reads NULL, it terminates. When all the consumers are dead, client terminates.
Experimental results
The parallel versions are also implemented in c++ and run on the same computers that we use to run IP and LC algorithms. We do not run the problems of size 21 and below. This is because these problems are too small to be suitable candidate for the parallel versions. Our main results are however shown on size 24 and above, where enormous computing effort is required. Table 7 shows the performance of the parallel versions of our LC algorithm. The multiprocess version runs on one computer while client-server version runs on 5 computers at a time, each one having 8 processes simultaneously. Each process was given a task of level 3 meaning a partial RAIS of size 6: first 3 integers are fixed initially and then 3 more integers are found by recursion up to depth 3. Here the execution time denotes the maximum time taken by a single process over all simultaneously running processes while the total time is the summation of their CPU-times. Notice that our multi-process and client-server versions respectively generate all RAIS of size 26 and 27 in about 551 CPU hours (23 days) and 4248 CPU hours (177 days). Our parallel versions allowed us to obtain these results within 5 real days. We observe that the total time in client-server version is less than the multi-process version which takes less total time than the single process version. The reason is the well-known obvious inherent parallelism in the hardware that in general allows the delay in memory IO operation to be better utilised by the processor to execute some other process, in this case a related process. Tables 8, 9 and 10 show the execution time and total time taken by different configurations of our client-server version using the LC algorithm. By varying the task-level for sizes 22-24, we found that the performance is optimum when the task-level is 3. This is due to the trade-off between the benefit of parallelism and the overhead of communication. For task-level above 3, because of the increased recursion depth, the number of task increases drastically but each task needs less search time. This eventually causes enormous communication overhead. Hence, for problems of size 25 and above, where total times required are enormous, we run the client-server version with task-level 3. Having discussed this, we still do not report the overhead times in this paper. This is because we found for task-level 3, the overhead time measured is negligible compared to the total time required to solve the problem. Moreover, the overhead of using producer processes is in general found to be very negligible as well.
However, varying the number of clients and the number of processes per client almost proportionately result into varying execution time. As noted before, more parallelism however leads to reduced total time. Currently, due to hardware availability, we can run only up to 5 clients each having at most 8 processes. Beyond these points, we therefore cannot investigate existence of any practically optimum configuration. 
Adding new constraints to our algorithm
Our search algorithm for RAIS uses a constraint-driven approach, which offers the flexibility to add new RAIS constraints easily. For example, from the pseudocode, one can easily see how our auxiliary constraints are added to the algorithm. Moreover, we can show another example of adding a new constraint to our algorithm. In RAIS we observe the following conjecture to hold for all results up to size 48. If used as a constraint, the conjecture improves the time performance of the search by 8-10 %. Since we can not prove it in general, we leave it as an open question and do not include in our results.
Conjecture 1 (Fourth Integer) For n > 5, the minimum integer possible immediately after
Assuming the conjecture to hold just for the sake of exposition, we just need to add the following line in proc deepen() of algo backtracking. If any new RAIS properties are identified later, the related constraints could thus be incorporated in the algorithm very easily.
Improving non-constraint-based search
A non-constraint-based breadth-first search algorithm is presented in [3] to count the graceful n-permutations for paths, which is actually equivalent to solving the AIS counting version. The breadth-first search runs for levels n − 1 to 1. At each level l, partial solutions (also called nodes) encompassing differences n − 1 to l + 1 from the previous level are taken and all possible ways of encompassing difference l are explored. In the example shown below, a partial solution 5, 0, 6, 2 1, 4 encompasses differences 6, 5, 4, and 3. Notice that a partial solution comprises a number of strings e.g. 5, 0, 6, 2 and 1, 4 . Now we can obtain difference 2 in three ways: i) putting 2 and 4 one beside another and thus Now, we can see that among the newly obtained partial solutions, the two 5, 0, 6, 2 3, 1, 4 and 3, 5, 0, 6, 2 1, 4 could be considered equivalent. This is because using Definition 2, we can find 3, 5, 0, 6, 2 1, 4 to be equivalent to 3, 1, 6, 0, 4 5, 2 . Then, comparing 5, 0, 6, 2 3, 1, 4 with 3, 1, 6, 0, 4 5, 2 , we see that both sides of 0, 6, and 1 are occupied in the two partial solutions; and one sides of 2, 5, 3, 4 are still available to create any other differences; and 2, 5 cannot be one beside another with the same being true for 3, 4. The conditions necessary and sufficient for such equivalence are defined in [3] . When two such partial solutions are equivalent, only one could be kept. Moreover, we need to remember the number of such equivalent classes so that the number of complete solutions obtained from this partial solution is then multiplied by that number to obtain the total number of solutions found for the entire equivalence class. Two arrays Free and Forb help determine which numbers are yet free and which pairs of numbers cannot be one beside another. These two arrays are the only information that is used to represent the equivalence classes and no information is kept to remember which number is exactly beside which others. Below we show the pseudocode of the algorithm in [3] .
As we can see the algorithm is not a constraint-based approach rather it is a straightforward tree search procedure that constructs members of the equivalence classes representing partial or complete solutions. To make it clearer, the algorithm does not deal with the concept of variables and assigning values to the variables satisfying the constraints. It only handles with values and constructs members of the equivalence classes where the members comprise a number of strings encompassing the higher differences so far obtained. From the representation of the members of an equivalence class, it is not clear exactly which value will be eventually be assigned to which position of the complete AIS solution. Moreover, no information is kept about which numbers appear beside which number. Thus generation of the actual AIS from the members of equivalence classes is not straightforward and requires further search. Nevertheless, using the AIS counting algorithm mentioned above, the numbers of AIS are reported up to size 40 in the file https://oeis.org/A006967/b006967.txt.
Although our main focus in this paper is rather to generate all unique AIS solutions than just to count them, we further try to improve the efficiency of the counting algorithm in [3] in terms of the nodes generated or expanded by the breadth-first search. Note that generating the solutions i.e. assignment of values to variables is normally the focus of the constraint community as well. Nevertheless, we tried to adopt our new RAIS properties e.g. Lemmas 4, 8, Corollary 1 to AIS but since the algorithm in [3] is a non-constraint-based algorithm, it was very difficult to do so. We only achieved some improvement by using the following lemma which mainly comes from the definition of AIS. Application of the lemma in the way shown is actually inspired by the lazy checking that we perform in our constraint-based search for RAIS.
Lemma 9
After generating a partial solution at level l, if it is not possible to generate all the other differences from l − 1 to 1 using the free numbers and satisfying their mutual forbidding relations, then the partial solution can be discarded at that level. It will eventually produce no AIS solution.
Proof All difference from n − 1 to l are already present in the partial solution. So the remaining difference l − 1 to 1 must be obtained.
Lemma 9 is incorporated in proc expand below. A search node is first checked whether it satisfies Lemma 9 or not and if yes then the equivalence checking or adding to the hash table is performed.
In our experiments, we found that up to a certain level, the search does not discard any partial solutions. After that level (represented by α in the pseudocode), search starts 8 to discard significant numbers of partial solutions. Thus to reduce the overhead, we look for an empirically better value of α. So we tried different values for α and as Table 11 shows the algorithm is the most efficient when α is set to 4. So this value is used in further experiments.
Using α = 4, we then run experiments for size 40-48 and Table 12 shows the results. As we see from the table, the reduction in the numbers of nodes using the lemma is 14-50 thousand. Although the lemma does not lead to a very significant improvement in time efficiency of the counting version of the AIS problem, we will later show that it does save significant time in solving the generation version. Nevertheless, note that the numbers of solutions for sizes 41-48 are reported here for the first time in the literature.
Memory is always a concern for breadth-first search. In the AIS counting algorithm described above, all nodes at the same level of the search tree are stored in a hash table for quick checking of any potential equivalence (if any). A node whose equivalent is already in the hash table is not added again, rather the equivalence count of the node already in the hash table is incremented. Figure 5 shows the maximum numbers of nodes to hold at one 
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Fig. 5 For each size of the series, a maximum number of partial solutions kept in memory and expanded at a time b required memory to run the algorithm level and the required memory to run the algorithm. As we can see, both the numbers of distinct equivalent classes and memory requirement increases steadily with the increase in size of the series; the rate of increase grows further after 40. Since our goal is to solve the generation version of the AIS problem and thus generate all the solutions of size n, we also extend the algorithm of [3] to do so. As noted before, the counting algorithm of [3] still requires search to generate the solutions of an AIS sequence if an equivalent class is given. This is because from one member of an equivalent class, there is no straightforward way to generate all the other solutions of that class. Also the drawback of the algorithm in [3] is that it can not eliminate conditional symmetry. Since it deals with AIS not RAIS, the repeated difference only appears between first and last number of a sequence. Thus, the conditional symmetry can only be detected after generating the solution but not during search. For this reason, this approach generates all the conditionally symmetric redundant solutions as well. Since in solving the generation version of the problem, we have to explore all the members in an equivalence class meaning no equivalence checking is needed, we have implemented our non-constraint-based AIS generation algorithm using the depth-first approach. For the generation version, besides the arrays Free and Forb, we have to store at each node the information of which value is beside which others so that the actual solution could be computed. The algorithm to generate all the solutions is shown in UL: Using Lemma 9; NL: Not using Lemma 9
Bold entries indicate the best results algo Generating. As we can see, it requires two more arrays to hold the partial solutions and then to expand them. As expected, to implement the depth-first search for generating all the solutions, a stack is used in proc genAIS. The only modification in proc expand is the addition of proc place(). This new procedure finds the strings having i and j at their end point and put them one beside another in a single string, and thus generating an AIS solution. Table 13 shows the effectiveness of Lemma 9 in generating all the solutions. It shows that using Lemma 9, we have to visit 4-5 % fewer nodes than not using the lemma. This saving in the nodes eventually gives 11-17 % improvement in time. We run this non-constraintbased algorithm to generate all AIS solutions of sizes up to 29 while the known results in the literature for the generation version is up to size 24 and that is by using a SAT-based approach.
Conclusion
This paper presents a constraint-based approach to solve the all-interval series problem. It exhibits new properties of the reformulated all-interval series which prune the search space significantly. It provides a backtracking-based tree search algorithm which incorporates these new properties. It presents a very efficient lazy checking technique that performs significantly better in finding reformulated AIS than the typical immediate propagation technique used in constraint solvers. It also presents scalable parallel versions of this algorithm that take the advantage of multi-core processors and even multiple computer systems. Finally, our algorithm generates all the unique solutions of the all-interval series up to size 27. To solve the AIS problem for greater sizes using constraint-based approaches, one might need to find more efficient pruning techniques. Despite the use of our new properties, empirical analysis shows that search goes deep down a branch before realising that there is no solution in that branch. Thus pruning techniques that can cut a branch with no solution at the start of that branch will be very effective. So, the future direction to solve the AIS problem with constraint-based approach will be to find some other properties that can help to prune the useless branches.
